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Gilda and Bodha are immersed in the world of photography, known for their cre-
ativity in the world of communications and fashion, and always in parallel, have 
nurtured and nourished their artistic part which over time, has taken shape from 
their vision and visual language. After a long and enthralling wait, like a ripening 
fruit, now the work of their artistic expression feels, as a call, that the moment has 
arrived to meet the art world starting a new adventure. Theirs is an invitation to 
discover the unknown through sensory traces.

Meet, falling in love, adventures, a journey, within yourself and out in the world, 
generating vision. This space opens the door into a story of creativity, which al-
lows itself to cross life flows of a woman and a man. Their story is revealed and 
shows it is timeless, in which time is stopped and printed in a frame, moments 
in the absence of time… them two. Them two in expanding intimate dimensions 
that create…. visions that become images…

Dimensions where the intensity of the experience that moment is an activator 
element of their talents; the female talent for instant emotional performance, the 
male talent of a visionary perspective; different talents which blend and pen-
etrate one another to form a creativity immersed in the infinite story of life.
Life as inspirations…

Inspirations that explore what is within human being as well as what is around 
them, giving shape to contemporary materials and creating alternative worlds, 
coming into contact with elements of nature and the changes that the life force 
generates in us, urban architectural contexts and nothing that creates a living at-
mosphere beyond mere appearances, and makes time infinite. Instants, frames 
that come to life, by integrating fundamental alchemic elements for interpreting 
reality: light. A light that shape, by sculpturing creates an alchemy that allows us 
to reveal things and hide them, light welcomes us and expresses the depth and 
mystery of existence in our own complexity.



“The form of energy, creative impulse, fluid but real, in a continuous transforma-
tion from material to form, to energy and vice versa,

on an infinite continuum. 
The vital energy of the cosmos, expressed in forms and colours 

that are simultaneously real and unreal.
 Reality with its perfect imperfection, material that can be shaped 

to create further perceptions. 
The eye chases the detail which immediately transforms and changes

 the interpretation, bringing memories, strange creatures and ancestral 
reflexes to the surface. 

The impulse is not affirmatory but generative and generous,
 fluid and solid, and again fluid. 

The stage imagined, but not structured, ready to adapt
 itself to the will of the material.

 Material that follows its instinct, instinct indulged, guided, 
supported and interpreted. 

There is a sensuality in the forms,
 the energy that is expressed 

when two polarities meet and life is alchemised so that it continues to
 return in new, evolved forms. 

The masculine and the feminine, opposite poles that seek inner 
and outer fulfillment, the mystical union with 

the other and with everything in order to find oneself. 
Sensory, creative experience, where the boundaries disappear 

and the loss of the self leaves room for a new innocence,
 full of wonder”.
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“Cosmic #1” 2018 /set
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